Miriam the Medium

In the tradition of Susan Isaacs comes a charming debut novel featuring a lovable phone
psychic, whose talents will either save her family from financial ruin -- or ruin her family
altogether.What do you do when your husbands business is failing, your daughter is ashamed
of you, and your faith in your own talents hits rock bottom? Miriam is a modern-day Long
Island housewife, who just happens to be a professional phone psychic. But while she can heal
broken hearts, mend relationships, and help others find new careers, her own life is in
shambles.It starts with the family business. Her husband, Rory, is working every spare minute
to keep his business, Mirror Pharmacy, afloat, but no matter what cost-saving measures he
takes, a profit seems farther and farther away. Using her gift, Miriam tries to channel to the
heart of the problem, but Rorys patience with her readings has worn as thin as his cash flow.
Then there is Miriams teenage daughter, Cara, who cannot stand to be in the same room with
her, much less listen to any psychically generated advice. Now involved with a particularly
bad-news boyfriend, shes too in love to take Miriams warnings seriously. Miriam struggles to
maintain a positive outlook -- things are bad, but they can always be worse, goes her mantra.
So when a persistent agent proclaims her talents remarkable and marketable, Miriam decides
to take action. But will going public ruin her familys already questionable standing in their
prim Long Island community? And will her trusted spirits -- her dear departed Dad and
Russian grandmother, Bubbie -- remain faithful if she sells out? Miriam struggles to sort
through her escalating troubles and trust her abilities in times of crisis, even as her visions are
becoming too cloudy to interpret.In a quirky tale full of humor and heartache, Rochelle
Shapiro captures the universal desire to find ones true self, no matter the opinions of others.
Smart and sassy, Miriam the Medium is the debut of a talented and imaginative author -- one
who is able to conjure with words and spirit.
Dean Koontz Series Reading Order: Series List - In Order: Odd Thomas series, Frankenstein
series, Innocence series, Santas Twins, Moonlight Bay, Mike Tucker (Listastik Series Reading
Order Book 17), Urban Land Economics (Classic Reprint), Race & Crime (Key Approaches to
Criminology), The Leonardo Da Vinci Codex Hammer, Spanish Fly, Rock Diary: Elvis
Presley, Cruel Beauty, The two Vanrevels. Illustrations by Henry Hutt,
Miriam the Medium [Rochelle Shapiro] on eyecareprofessions.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. In the face of her husband's failing business and her daughter's . Using her
gift, Miriam tries to channel to the heart of the problem, but Rory's patience with Smart and
sassy, Miriam the Medium is the debut of a talented and. If, round about page 40, you want to
tell Miriam Kaminsky to stuff it up her aura, you're in good company. Her pharmacist
husband, Rory, has had it with her.
Miriam Psychic Medium. likes. Medium -I connect with spirit to bring you messages from
your love ones, guides and spirit that are there connecting. Read writing from Miriam on
Medium. Every day, Miriam and thousands of other voices read, write, and share important
stories on Medium. Read writing from Miriam Schwab on Medium. CEO Strattic, a static and
serverless publishing platform for dynamic content management systems like. 18 Jun - 11 min
- Uploaded by katiekat Happy Birthday Miriam Medium. katiekat. Loading Unsubscribe from
katiekat. In Rochelle Jewel Shapiro's thoroughly charming debut novel, Miriam the Medium,
phone psychic Miriam Kaminsky takes calls from her Great Neck, New York. Read writing
from Miriam Lerner on Medium. Every day, Miriam Lerner and thousands of other voices
read, write, and share important stories on Medium.
Miriam the Medium (paperback). In the tradition of Susan Isaacs comes a charming debut
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novel featuring a lovable phone psychic, whose talents will either save. Throughout Miriam
the Medium, different characters chafe against one another Why do you think Shapiro gave
Miriam the ability to tell everyone's fortunes, but. Miriam the Medium is Rochelle Jewel
Shapiro's first novel. The setting is New York City, first in Queens, then in Great Neck. In this
delightful tale, interesting. Buy the Miriam Medium Cosmetic Bag from the Bath & Body
Accessories range at Highgrove. International Delivery Available. Buy Miriam Medium
desktop font from MasterFont on eyecareprofessions.com
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